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Abstract

The Yarkovsky effect, a non-gravitational acceleration produced by the anisotropic emission of thermal energy (Öpik, 1951, P
Irish Acad. 54, 165–199), plays an important role in the dynamical evolution of asteroids. Current theoretical models of the Yarkovs
however, rely on a number of poorly known parameters that can only approximate how real asteroids respond to solar heating. T
this situation, we investigated whether the orbital distribution of the Karin cluster, a 5.8 ± 0.2 Myr old S-type asteroid family (Nesvorn
et al., 2002a, Nature 417,720–722), could be used to determine the rate at which multikilometer main-belt asteroids spread in semima
axis due to the Yarkovsky effect. Our results indicate that the orbital histories of individual Karin cluster members bear clear sign
having drifted in semimajor axis drift since their formation. Using numerical methods, we determined the drift speed of≈ 70 Karin cluster
members (asteroids 1–6 km in diameter). This is the first time the speed that main-belt asteroids evolve in the semimajor axis
non-gravitational effects have been measured. The magnitude of measured speeds is similar to those predicted by theoretical m
Yarkovsky force. Taken together, our results represent the first direct detection of the Yarkovsky effect for main-belt asteroids,
validate in significant ways the asteroid thermal models described in the recent literature (e.g., Vokrouhlický, 1999, Astron. Astrophys. 34
362–366). By comparing the measured drift speeds to those calculated from theoretical models of the Yarkovsky effect, we deter
Karin cluster members do not have surface thermal conductivitiesK in excess of∼ 0.1W m−1 K−1. Instead, their derivedK values are
consistent with the presence of regolith over most/all of their∼ 5.8 Myr lifetimes. This low-conductiveregolith layer may be thin becaus
the penetration depth of the diurnal thermal wave is� 5 cm. The regolith material may have been deposited in the immediate afte
of the Karin cluster formation event or was produced over time by impacts. Our method also allows us to estimate spin obliqui
for Karin cluster members. We find that members with diameters� 3.5-km are predominantly retrograde rotators, while those< 3.5-km
have obliquities more equally distributed between 0◦ and 180◦. These data may be used to study the spin states of asteroids produ
catastrophic disruption events. Interestingly, we find that a few Karin members have drifted further than predicted by our standard Y
model. We hypothesize these objects may have: (i) faster drift speeds than predicted by theoretical models, (ii) high albedos (� 0.3), and/or
(iii) densities� 2 gcm−3.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Semimajor axis drift produced by the Yarkovsky effe
is the primary mechanism delivering asteroids to resonanc
that allow them to escape the main belt (e.g.,Farinella and
Vokrouhlický, 1999; Vokrouhlický and Farinella, 2000; Bo
tke et al. 2000, 2002; Morbidelli and Vokrouhlický, 2003).
To understand the orbital and size distribution of the Ne
Earth Asteroids (NEAs), and to determine how often as

* Corresponding author. Fax: (303)-546-9687.
E-mail address: davidn@boulder.swri.edu (D. Nesvorný).
0019-1035/$ – see front matter 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2004.04.012
oids have struck the Earth over time, we need to accurate
determine the speed at which asteroids reach the pletho
escape hatches that crisscross the main belt.

Here we report results from a study designed to help u
achieve this goal. Using observations and computer sim
tions, we have measured, for the first time, the Yarkovs
induced semimajor axis drifts (da/dt) of ∼ 70 main-belt
asteroids ranging in diameter between 1–6 km. We find
the da/dt values determined from this work are similar
those predicted by theoretical models of the Yarkovsky
fect (e.g.,Rubincam et al., 1995, 1998; Farinella et a
1998; Vokrouhlický, 1998a, 1999). We believe this resul
has important implications for our understanding of ther
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effects and the origin of planet-crossing asteroids (seeSec-
tion 4).

Our findings can also be used to extend results obta
by other researchers. For example,Bottke et al. (2001)
showed that some observed structures in the asteroid
can be explained only if asteroids slowly drift inward a
outward in semimajor axis. In our study, we measure
speed of this drift, da/dt . Chesley et al. (2003)used radar
ranging to measure the Yarkovsky effect for 6489 Golev
a∼ 0.5 km NEA. In our work, we determine the drift spee
for ≈ 70 main-belt asteroids ranging from 1 to 6 km in
ameter.

To directly measure the strength of the Yarkovsky eff
on main-belt asteroids, we use a novel method (describe
Section 3) that allows us to compute da/dt for members of
the Karin cluster (Nesvorný et al., 2002a, ourSection 2) us-
ing existing observations. Our method makes use of the
that the observed Karin cluster members were nearly insta
taneously launched from their parent body 5.8 ± 0.2 Myr
ago before drifting into their current positions. The implic
tions of our inferred da/dt values are discussed inSections 4
and 5. We argue that the best explanation for the obser
semimajor axis distribution of the Karin cluster is evoluti
via the Yarkovsky effect. Finally, inSection 6, we perform a
proof-of-concept numerical simulation to illustrate this co
clusion.

2. Revised list of the Karin cluster members from new
data

Up to now, ejecta from a few tens of major collisions b
tween asteroids (i.e., asteroid families) have been obse
in the main belt (e.g.,Zappalà et al., 1994). To identify
an asteroid family, researchers look for clusters of asteroi
positions in the space of the so-calledproper orbital ele-
ments: proper semimajor axis (aP), proper eccentricity (eP),
and proper inclination (iP). Proper orbital elements, bein
more constant over time than instantaneous orbital elem
(Milani and Kneževíc, 1994), provide a dynamical criterion
of whether or not a group of bodies has a common ance

The Karin family forms a very compact cluster in prop
element space centered aroundaP = 2.866 AU,eP = 0.0445,
andiP = 2.11◦. Nesvorný et al. (2002a)found that this aster
oid family can be best explained if multi-km fragments we
launched, as a result of catastrophic impact, from their∼ 25-
km-diameter parent body at velocities� 15 m s−1 (mea-
sured ‘at infinity’). The shape of the cluster in(aP, eP, iP) is
then produced if−30◦ � f � 30◦ and−45◦ � ω + f � 45◦
(or 135◦ � ω + f � 215◦), wheref is the true anomaly o
the parent body (i.e., the angle between the parent bo
location and the perihelion of its orbit) andω is the parent
body’s perihelion argument (i.e., the angle between the
ihelion and the ascending node), both measured at the
of the impact event. By numerically integrating 13 mem
asteroids backwards in time,Nesvorný et al. (2002a)deter-
t

mined that the breakup event occurred 5.8 ± 0.2 Myr ago.
The age is much younger than the inferred age of most
served asteroid families which are hundreds of millions
billions of years old (Marzari et al., 1995; Bottke et al., 200;
Vokrouhlický et al., in preparation;Jedicke et al., 2004
Nesvorný et al., 2004).

For the purpose of the present study, we reexamine
Karin breakup event by augmenting the number of reliab
determined members. To date, only≈ 40 member asteroid
are known. These asteroids were taken from the data
of 66,089 proper orbital elements available to Nesvorn
al. in 2002(Kneževíc et al., 2002).1 To create an improve
list of Karin cluster members, we searched 218,484 as
oid orbits included in Ted Bowell’sASTORB.DAT database
(Bowell et al., 1994), downloaded from the Lowell Obse
vatory web page2 on 4/18/2003.ASTORB.DAT is a catalog
of osculating orbital elements. We used the following pr
cedure to calculate proper elements from these oscula
orbits.

We selected asteroids with good osculating orbits (th
with long observational arcs and several observatio
within a box containing the osculating orbits of all know
Karin cluster asteroids plus a safety margin (i.e., 2.858�
a � 2.873 AU, e � 0.1, and 0.7◦ � i � 3.5◦). In total,
497 asteroids matched this criteria. We numerically in
grated all these orbits backward in time from 245270
JD (March 2, 2003) for 26 myr using the symmetric m
tistep integrator(Quinlan and Tremaine, 1990)distributed in
Snail (Nesvorný and Ferraz-Mello, 1997a).3 This method re-
quires about an order of magnitude more CPU time than
Wisdom–Holman map(Wisdom and Holman, 1991)distrib-
uted in theSwift code (provided by H.F. Levison and M.
Duncan) in the low-precision regime, but it is more efficie
when high precision is required. Indeed, the high precis
of the integrator was essential here.

The initial coordinates and velocities of the planets a
asteroids were computed on 2452700.5 JD using JPL P
etary Ephemeris DE405(Standish, 1990).4 We corrected
them for the Sun–Mercury center of mass and added
mass of Mercury into the Sun’s mass. The seven pla
Venus–Neptune were included in the integration. We u
the invariant plane of the Solar System as an integra
reference frame. The integration time step was 10 days
asteroids (taken as massless test particles) and 2 day
the planets. Relativistic corrections, gravitational pertur
tions from massive asteroids, and asteroidal thermal fo
were neglected. These approximations are further discu
in Section 3.

An on-line low-frequency-pass digital filter was a
plied to output variablesa, e expι� and i expιΩ , where
e, i,�,Ω are the eccentricity, inclination, perihelion a

1 http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/astdys/astibo.
2 ftp://ftp.lowell.edu/pub/elgb/astorb.html.
3 http://www.boulder.swri.edu/~davidn/Snail.tar.gz.
4 http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/eph_info.html.

http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/astdys/astibo
ftp://ftp.lowell.edu/pub/elgb/astorb.html
http://www.boulder.swri.edu/~davidn/Snail.tar.gz
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/eph_info.html
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nodal longitudes, andι = √−1. We used filters A and B
defined byNesvorný and Ferraz-Mello (1997b)that were
originally described inQuinn et al. (1991). Our procedure
consisted of applying A, A, and B filters sequentially w
an increase in sampling by factors of 10, 10, and 3, res
tively. This technique increased the initial sampling fro
∼ 4.4 to ∼ 1314 yr. The final signal contains all origin
Fourier terms with periods larger than∼ 5000 yr; ampli-
tudes of all terms with periods smaller than∼ 2500 yr were
suppressed by a factor of 105.

The filtered signal was Fourier-analyzed using the F
quency Modified Fourier Transform (FMFT) described
Šidlichovský and Nesvorný (1997).5 Our method is base
on the Modified Fourier Transform developed byLaskar
(1993, 1995)but it performs additional corrections design
to improve precision of the determined Fourier terms.
used the FMFT to determine frequencies, amplitudes
phases from digitally filtereda, e expι� , andi expιΩ val-
ues for 497 integrated orbits. Each signal was represe
by 8192 time outputs that corresponds to a total time spa
∼ 10.764 Myr. The 10 Fourier terms with the largest amp
tudes were then extracted from those signals.

Four principal sources of error affect the accuracy of
obtained product. The first is the precision of the FMFT
self. Using standard methods(Laskar, 1993), we determined
that the FMFT generates relative uncertainties significa
smaller than 10−9, 10−10, and 10−5 in frequencies, ampli
tudes and phases, respectively. The second source of
is the variability of the frequency decomposition over
signal time span used for the FMFT. To determine the
lated uncertainty, we carried out the FMFT procedure w
twice as many data points; i.e., we used 16,384 time
puts corresponding to a total time span of∼ 21.529 Myr.
Comparing this result to our previous one (8192 time o
puts), we found that the uncertainties of our original Fou
terms are better than 10−4 ′′ yr−1 and 0.1◦ in frequencies and
phases, respectively. Uncertainties in amplitudes are
cally better than 10−5 AU, 5 × 10−6, and 5× 10−6 rad for
a, e expι� , and i expιΩ , respectively. Both these and t
above mentioned uncertainties are acceptable in the co
of the current analysis (we discuss this issue further inSec-
tion 3).

The remaining two sources of error are the integration
ror and the uncertainty in the initial orbits and masses
estimate the integration error, we repeated the analysi
ing reduced time steps for the numerical integration.
uncertainty in the orbits of asteroids and in the orbits
masses of the planets were obtained from the AstDys n
(http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/astdys/astibo) and from
the JPL Planetary Ephemeris DE405. We will estimate
discuss the relevant uncertainties inSections 3 and 4together
with additional error sources such as the ones introdu
by our adopted physical model (i.e., relativistic correctio

5 http://www.boulder.swri.edu/~davidn/fmft/fmft.html.
r

t

-

Mercury and massive asteroids excluded from the inte
tion).

We defined the synthetic proper elements and proper
quencies followingŠidlichovský and Nesvorný (1997, 199
andKneževíc et al. (2002). We first eliminated the Fourie
terms that include secular planetary frequenciesgj and sj
(so-called ‘forced’ terms obtained using the FMFT on pl
etary orbits. The synthetic asteroidal proper (or ‘free’)
ementsaP, eP, iP were then defined as amplitudes of t
remaining Fourier term ofa, e expι� , andi expιΩ , respec-
tively. The frequencies of the latter two terms are the pro
perihelion and nodal frequencies, denotedg ands in the rest
of this paper.

To identify members of the Karin cluster we appli
the Hierarchical Clustering Method (HCM,Zappalà et al.
1990)6 to our synthetic proper elements of 497 astero
The HCM starts with an individual asteroid orbit defin
in proper elements and identifies bodies in its neighborh
with mutual distances less than a threshold limit (dcutoff). We
defined the distance in(aP, eP, iP) space by:

(1)d = naP

√
Ca(δaP/aP)2 + Ce(δeP)2 + Ci(δ siniP)2,

where naP is the heliocentric velocity of an asteroid o
a circular orbit having semimajor axisaP. We also de-
fine δaP = |a(1)

P − a
(2)
P |, δeP = |e(1)

P − e
(2)
P |, andδ siniP =

|sini
(1)
P − sini

(2)
P |. The indices (1) and (2) denote the tw

bodies in consideration. The valuesCa , Ce, andCi are con-
stants; we useCa = 5/4,Ce = 2, andCi = 2 (Zappalà et al.
1990). Other choices for these constants can be found in
literature, but we find they yield similar results.

The output of HCM is a cluster of asteroids with me
ber bodies connected by a chain in the (aP, eP, iP) space
with the length of each link� dcutoff. To identify members
of the Karin cluster, we testeddcutoff values between 7.5–
10 m s−1. With dcutoff > 10 m s−1, the algorithm starts to
connect background bodies that are unlikely to be mem
of the Karin cluster. Withdcutoff < 7.5 m s−1, the algorithm
fails to connect the small semimajor axis group (locate
a = 2.861–2.8625 AU) that we consider an extension of
Karin cluster’s diagonally-shaped structure inaP, eP space
(seeFig. 1). In the end, we adopteddcutoff = 7.5 m s−1,
which yielded 97 Karin cluster members. We found that w
dcutoff > 7.5 m s−1 the HCM adds bodies that are later e
cluded from the list because they do not show alignmen
� andΩ at t = −5.8 Myr (see below). It is thus just a matt
of convenience to use more restrictivedcutoff = 7.5 m s−1.

To remove interlopers from our cluster, we required Ka
cluster members to have their proper� andΩ aligned to
within ±60◦ of the proper� andΩ values of (832) Karin
after 5.8 Myr of backwards integration (i.e.,t = −5.8 Myr).
Note that real cluster members, by necessity, had ne
identical orbits when the Karin cluster formed∼ 5.8 ago
(Nesvorný et al., 2002a). We allowed for a±60◦ spread in

6 http://www.boulder.swri.edu/~davidn/family/family.html.

http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/astdys/astibo
http://www.boulder.swri.edu/~davidn/fmft/fmft.html
http://www.boulder.swri.edu/~davidn/family/family.html
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Fig. 1. Proper orbital elements of ninety Karin cluster members: (top
aP, eP, and (bottom)aP, iP. The size of each blue symbol is proportion
to the diameter of a cluster member. Golden dots indicate the backgr
bodies in the Koronis family. The black ellipses show the proper orbita
ements of test bodies launched with 15 m s−1 speed fromaP = 2.8661 AU,
eP = 0.04449 andiP = 0.03692, assumingf = 30◦, and ω + f = 45◦
(Nesvorný et al., 2002a).

� andΩ because the past orbital histories of Karin cluster
members have yet to be corrected for thermal effects.

We used the FMFT to determine proper� and Ω for
each asteroid. The algorithm is exactly the same as th
one we used to defineaP, eP, iP, only this time we ran the
FMFT over the time intervals(tj , tj + �t), where tj ∼
13,140× j yr, j = 1, . . . ,1000, and�t ∼ 10.764 Myr. The
proper perihelion and nodal longitudes at timet , denoted as
�P(t) andΩP(t) in the following text, are the phases of th
proper Fourier terms ofe expι� and i expιΩ determined
over the interval(tj , tj + �t), wheretj = t .

We defined��P,j = �Pj − �P,1 and�ΩP,j = ΩP,j −
ΩP,1, where�P,j andΩP,j , j = 1, . . . ,97, are the prope
perihelion and nodal longitudes, respectively, of our 97
teroids, andj = 1 refers to (832) Karin. Orbital alignmen
occurs when��P,j ∼ 0 and�ΩP,j ∼ 0 for mostj values
at a chosen epoch.

We found that only seven bodies from our original l
of 97 have��P > 60◦ or �ΩP > 60◦ at t = −5.8 Myr.
Among these seven determined interlopers were (158)
ronis and (4507) 1990 FV. The case of (158) Koronis w
clear: its�P andΩP were offset by 134.9◦ and 166.4◦ from
�P andΩP of (832) Karin att = −5.8 Myr, and they did
not become aligned at any time within the past 26 M
The same goes for (4507) 1990 FV, for which�P andΩP
were offset by 128.0◦ and 23.8◦ from �P andΩP of (832)
Karin att = −5.8 Myr. The fact that (4507) 1990 FV is no
identified as an interloper is interesting because this bo
was originally believed, by itsaP, eP, iP value alone, to be
the second-largest Karin cluster member(Nesvorný et al.,
2002a).

Figure 1 shows the proper element distribution of t
remaining 90 members of the Karin cluster. Their proper
bital elements and proper frequencies are listed inTable 1.
Figure 2shows��P,j (t) and�ΩP,j (t), j = 1, . . . ,90, for
−107 � t � 0 years. These results confirm those obtai
by Nesvorný et al. (2002a). They also provide additiona
evidence for the orbital alignment of Karin members a
t ∼ −5.8 Myr.

Using the methods described by Nesvorný et al., we
use the 34 numbered asteroids from our expanded lis
cluster members to slightly revise the age of the Karin c
ter. The orbits for these objects have better than 10−6 AU,
5× 10−7 and 5× 10−5 deg 1-σ uncertainties ina, e, andi,
respectively.7 We find that att = −5.7 Myr, the arithmetic
means of��P and�ΩP for this subset are〈��P〉 = 10.8◦
and〈�ΩP〉 = 13.6◦, respectively. These values correspo
to the lowest values of〈��P〉 and 〈�ΩP〉 for any t . Our
revised Karin cluster age,∼ 5.7 Myr, is similar to the
5.8 ± 0.2 Myr age determined by(Nesvorný et al., 2002a).
We will further improve this estimate in the next section.

3. Past orbital histories of member asteroids

Figure 2shows that orbits of the Karin cluster membe
were notexactly identical att ∼ −5.7 Myr. For example,
the individual orbits were located in a number of sligh
rotated planes because�ΩP,j were spread over±40◦. Sim-
ilarly, the perihelia of the individual orbits were also sligh
rotated with respect to each other att ∼ −5.7 Myr because
the��P,j values were spread over±40◦. These difference
could not have been a consequence of the breakup eve
self.

We know from the structure of the Karin cluster
(aP, eP, iP) space that the ejection speedsδV (measured a
‘infinity’) of individual fragments were� 15 m s−1. Assum-
ing δV � 15 m s−1, we calculate from the Gauss equatio
(e.g.,Murray and Dermott, 1999, p. 54) that the generate
fragments should initially have had�ΩP � 0.9◦ and��P �
1.1◦. In contrast, the�ΩP and��P values of Karin cluste
members observed inFig. 2 have a much wider spread
t ∼ −5.7 Myr.

7 http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/astdys/astibo.

http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/astdys/astibo
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Table 1
Proper orbits of the Karin cluster members

Number Name H

(mag)
aP
(AU)

eP iP
(rad)

g
′′ yr−1

s
′′ yr−1

log10γ

γ in yr−1

832 Karin 11.18 2.86440 0.043921 0.036862 70.8096 −65.4047 −6.18
7719 1997 GT36 14 2.86770 0.045065 0.037415 71.0864 −65.6650 −6.21

10783 1991 RB9 13.9 2.86480 0.044081 0.036837 70.8457 −65.4379 −6.16
11728 Einer 14.2 2.86556 0.044320 0.036751 70.9150 −65.4992 −5.99
13765 Nansmith 14.2 2.86968 0.045773 0.036869 71.2814 −65.8336 −6.03
13807 1998 XE13 13.7 2.86883 0.045257 0.036803 71.2059 −65.7578 −6.18
15649 6317 P-L 14.6 2.86418 0.043948 0.036496 70.8027 −65.3954 −6.25
16706 Svojsik 14.9 2.86200 0.043271 0.036766 70.6051 −65.2197 −6.16
20089 1994 PA14 14.9 2.86170 0.043136 0.036963 70.5731 −65.1924 −6.22
20095 1994 PG35 14.2 2.86709 0.044772 0.036432 71.0601 −65.6241 −6.18
23054 1999 XE42 15.2 2.86938 0.045543 0.036805 71.2553 −65.8053 −6.20
23338 2809 P-L 15.1 2.86781 0.045038 0.037349 71.0979 −65.6726 −6.22
26970 1997 SE2 15.3 2.86725 0.044737 0.036450 71.0734 −65.6338 −6.18
28271 1999 CK16 14.3 2.87018 0.045758 0.036834 71.3260 −65.8675 −6.05
33143 1998 DJ7 14.6 2.86831 0.045152 0.037517 71.1370 −65.7089 −6.19
34312 2000 QO188 14.9 2.86858 0.045373 0.036787 71.1835 −65.7435 −6.17
40510 1999 RU87 14.6 2.86868 0.045310 0.037629 71.1671 −65.7388 −6.11
40782 1999 TX26 14.7 2.86699 0.044805 0.037308 71.0257 −65.6081 −6.27
40789 1999 TW31 14.8 2.86148 0.043069 0.036999 70.5530 −65.1745 −6.19
40921 1999 TR171 14.8 2.86876 0.045221 0.036613 71.2039 −65.7531 −6.23
41307 1999 XA149 15.7 2.86604 0.044505 0.036488 70.9663 −65.5424 −6.16
43032 1999 VR26 14.6 2.86616 0.044451 0.036844 70.9652 −65.5441 −6.16
47640 2000 CA30 14 2.86498 0.044137 0.036873 70.8604 −65.4517 −6.15
48369 4153 T-2 14.8 2.86647 0.044414 0.036892 70.9899 −65.5634 −6.16
50715 2000 EV136 14.8 2.86591 0.044387 0.036651 70.9493 −65.5273 −6.09
51068 2000 GW156 15.2 2.86367 0.043736 0.036977 70.7430 −65.3472 −6.19
51089 2000 GO178 15.2 2.87036 0.045838 0.036692 71.3460 −65.8840 −5.76
51923 2001 QD95 15.6 2.86731 0.044962 0.037045 71.0630 −65.6391 −6.20
52009 2002 EU146 15.8 2.86198 0.043358 0.037152 70.5930 −65.2170 −6.18
55124 2001 QU170 15.4 2.86704 0.044915 0.036254 71.0625 −65.6280 −6.18
55434 2001 TZ66 15.6 2.86824 0.044898 0.037572 71.1266 −65.6939 −5.99
55852 1996 TS34 16.1 2.86158 0.043087 0.037045 70.5605 −65.1818 −6.16
56285 1999 LJ3 15.9 2.86542 0.044239 0.036492 70.9103 −65.4901 −6.15
57735 2001 UQ159 14.9 2.86625 0.044405 0.036872 70.9713 −65.5480 −6.16

1994 EX 14.39 2.86650 0.044522 0.037228 70.9840 −65.5657 −6.17
1995 EC5 15.26 2.86781 0.045221 0.036804 71.1152 −65.6852 −6.16
1995 TH10 15.02 2.86730 0.044861 0.036668 71.0719 −65.6388 −6.16
1995 UN13 14.7 2.86669 0.044513 0.037251 70.9987 −65.5774 −6.14
1998 SQ81 14.11 2.86502 0.044077 0.037229 70.8532 −65.4485 −6.16
1999 TB129 15.22 2.87000 0.045725 0.036517 71.3198 −65.8581 −6.24
1999 TV145 14.63 2.86228 0.043400 0.037161 70.6177 −65.2384 −6.22
1999 UJ18 15.7 2.86298 0.043564 0.037039 70.6814 −65.2932 −6.18
1999 VM71 15.09 2.86612 0.044581 0.036287 70.9796 −65.5528 −6.23
1999 VW121 15.7 2.87071 0.045855 0.036473 71.3847 −65.9123 −6.26
1999 VV155 15.63 2.86644 0.044562 0.037189 70.9802 −65.5634 −6.18
1999 WZ18 16.72 2.86182 0.043337 0.036954 70.5853 −65.2076 −6.20
1999 XD38 15.04 2.86201 0.043261 0.036784 70.6050 −65.2196 −6.17
1999 XE68 14.49 2.86533 0.044268 0.037355 70.8772 −65.4747 −6.14
2000 AW87 14.28 2.86437 0.043869 0.036868 70.8067 −65.4009 −6.15
2000 CH101 16.62 2.86801 0.044626 0.037335 71.1112 −65.6710 −6.23
2000 DU31 15.61 2.86821 0.044972 0.037545 71.1256 −65.6949 −5.85
2000 DH36 15.11 2.86799 0.044990 0.036648 71.1334 −65.6911 −6.16
2000 FM55 14.72 2.86816 0.045457 0.036620 71.1540 −65.7205 −5.60
2000 HN72 14.57 2.86470 0.044076 0.037149 70.8284 −65.4276 −6.17
2000 QQ18 14.85 2.86804 0.045025 0.037088 71.1251 −65.6906 −5.98
2000 QM81 14.82 2.86507 0.044157 0.036780 70.8717 −65.4602 −6.15
2000 SX40 15.6 2.86803 0.045048 0.036777 71.1337 −65.6944 −6.06
2000 SR228 16.2 2.86684 0.044452 0.036935 71.0211 −65.5898 −6.14
2000 UV4 14.78 2.86415 0.044086 0.036486 70.8013 −65.3980 −6.25
2000 UE79 14.83 2.86764 0.044772 0.037107 71.0879 −65.6541 −6.20

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Number Name H

(mag)
aP
(AU)

eP iP
(rad)

g
′′ yr−1

s
′′ yr−1

log10γ

γ in yr−1

2000 VE21 15.34 2.86802 0.045091 0.037279 71.1185 −65.6896 −6.18
2000 YQ59 14.11 2.86530 0.044248 0.036752 70.8923 −65.4790 −6.20
2001 FB69 14.82 2.86243 0.042986 0.037130 70.6272 −65.2346 −6.16
2001 QF18 14.44 2.86787 0.045059 0.036985 71.1126 −65.6806 −6.20
2001 QP94 14.91 2.86160 0.043123 0.037013 70.5632 −65.1845 −6.18
2001 QZ160 15.09 2.86675 0.044779 0.036343 71.0339 −65.6024 −6.19
2001 RB118 14.65 2.86372 0.043827 0.036822 70.7459 −65.3501 −6.10
2001 SO88 15.35 2.86717 0.044759 0.037578 71.0327 −65.6156 −6.19
2001 SX166 15.44 2.86212 0.043011 0.036950 70.6075 −65.2170 −6.18
2001 SE168 14.81 2.86630 0.044587 0.037111 70.9707 −65.5556 −6.17
2001 SH169 15.15 2.86797 0.044999 0.037026 71.1205 −65.6855 −6.17
2001 SG298 15.92 2.86683 0.045040 0.036483 71.0392 −65.6158 −6.17
2001 SH304 15.61 2.86692 0.044980 0.037236 71.0233 −65.6104 −6.17
2001 TW49 14.81 2.86397 0.043942 0.036878 70.7745 −65.3771 −6.17
2001 UA133 15.97 2.86735 0.044890 0.036490 71.0823 −65.6458 −6.17
2001 VU113 15.26 2.86708 0.044892 0.036793 71.0496 −65.6234 −6.16
2001 WG20 15.74 2.86915 0.045301 0.037656 71.2073 −65.7703 −6.06
2001 XU92 14.68 2.86678 0.044716 0.037027 71.0154 −65.5939 −6.16
2001 XD232 15.09 2.86932 0.044884 0.037591 71.2198 −65.7671 −6.00
2002 AL107 16.2 2.86581 0.044348 0.036827 70.9347 −65.5167 −5.56
2002 AO172 14.92 2.86619 0.044535 0.036826 70.9687 −65.5491 −6.17
2002 CV38 15.7 2.86583 0.044280 0.036962 70.9317 −65.5139 −5.95
2002 CL81 15.24 2.86301 0.043593 0.036959 70.6868 −65.2974 −6.05
2002 CX104 14.81 2.86555 0.044409 0.036854 70.9122 −65.5007 −6.13
2002 CV120 15.2 2.86731 0.044772 0.036215 71.0854 −65.6416 −6.19
2002 SQ20 15.14 2.86488 0.044244 0.036432 70.8659 −65.4538 −6.17
2002 TH97 16.24 2.86396 0.043904 0.036987 70.7690 −65.3729 −6.16
2002 TJ250 14.6 2.86516 0.044195 0.036678 70.8821 −65.4684 −6.19
2002 TO257 14.81 2.86546 0.044295 0.037391 70.8879 −65.4845 −6.22
2247 T-2 14.33 2.86398 0.043938 0.036889 70.7739 −65.3767 −6.16

The columns are: number and name of an asteroid,8 its absolute magnitude (H ), proper semimajor axis (aP), proper eccentricity (eP), proper inclination (iP,
measured with respect to the invariable planeof planets), proper perihelion frequency (g), proper nodal frequency (s), and estimate of the maximum Lyapuno
exponent att = 2.6× 107 yr (γ ).
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We believe the most plausible explanation for this m
match is semimajor axis drift of Karin cluster membe
over the past∼ 5.7 Myr. The most likely candidate mech
anisms to produce this drift are Yarkovsky thermal for
and/or encounters with (1) Ceres. Other alternatives do
appear to work: (i) the asteroid’s orbital uncertainty is
small to matter;9 (ii) uncertainties in the orbits and mass
of the planets produce negligible differential effects on

8 Since the original compilation of this table five asteroids become n
bered: (64165) 2001 TW49, (69009) 2002 TJ250, (69880) 1998 S
(71003) 1999 XD38, and (71031) 1999 XE68.

9 For example, the numbered Karin cluster members haveσa =
10−6 AU, σe = 5 × 10−7 and σi = 5 × 10−5 deg uncertainties ina, e,
and i, respectively. The effect of these uncertainties on�ΩP can be esti-
mated from

(�ΩP)2 =
(

∂s

∂a

)2
σ2
a τ2 +

(
∂s

∂e

)2
σ2
e τ2 +

(
∂s

∂i

)2
σ2
i τ2,

where∂s/∂a ≈ −70′′ yr−1 AU−1, ∂s/∂e ≈ −34′′ yr−1, and∂s/∂i ≈ 0 at
the Karin cluster location, andτ ≈ 5.7 Myr. By far the largest term in the
above expression is the first one. This term produces about 0.1◦ uncertainty
in �ΩP at t = −5.7 Myr. In contrast, observed〈�ΩP〉 = 13.6◦ , i.e., about
two magnitudes larger. The same argument applies to��P.
members’�ΩP and��P values because all Karin clust
members have similar orbits (2.861 AU� aP � 2.871 AU,
0.043� eP � 0.046, and 0.0363� iP � 0.0375); (iii) the di-
rect effect of the Yarkovsky force on the apsidal and no
rates is negligible in the current context(Spitale and Green
berg, 2002); (iv) the integration errors are< 1◦ in Ω and
� at t ∼ −5.7 Myr; (v) the chaos influencing asteroid o
bits at the location of the Karin cluster is unimportant
<10 Myr timescales;10 (vi) gravitational perturbations b

10 We have determined the Lyapunov times for an exponential stre
ing of nearby orbits for all 497 integrated bodies(Oseledec, 1968; Benetti
et al., 1976). Only 2002 CJ4 and 2002 EP136 (not members of the K
cluster) happen to have the Lyapunov time shorter than 105 yr proba-
bly due to the three-body resonance 17λJ − 12λS − 5λ = 0 (located at
a ∼ 2.8727 AU), whereλJ, λS, andλ are mean longitudes of Jupiter, Sa
urn and asteroid, respectively(Nesvorný and Morbidelli, 1998). Only about
10% of the integrated orbits have the Lyapunov time shorter than 106 yr.
Theoretically, the effects of chaos on these orbits could affect the ev
tion of Ω and� on Myr timescales. In practice, however, it is well know
that the stretching affects of thethree-body resonances are large inλ but are
much smaller in other dimensions represented by secular anglesΩ and� .
This is why the effects of chaos on evolution tracks inFig. 2are negligible.
We confirmed this by numerical integrations using reduced integration
steps.
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Fig. 2. The convergence of angles att ≈ 5.8 Myr confirms that the Karin
cluster was created by a parent asteroid breakup at that time(Nesvorný
et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2002c). The plot shows past orbital histories of t
ninety members of the Karin cluster: (top) proper nodal longitudeΩP and
(bottom) proper perihelion longitude�P. Values of these angles relative
(832) Karin are shown. Att = −5.8 Myr (broken vertical line), the noda
longitudes and perihelion arguments ofall ninety asteroids were nearly th
same. Thus, att ≈ −5.8 Myr, all orbits were nearly identical strongly su
gesting that the breakup event occurred at thatt .

Mercury have negligible differential effects on�ΩP and
��P; (vii) direct effects of (1) Ceres and other astero
on �ΩP and ��P can be also ignored(Vokrouhlický et
al., 2001; Nesvorný et al., 2002b; Carruba et al., 2003;11

(viii) relativistic effects accelerate the rotations of the me
bers’ �P values by≈ 4.5◦ per 5.8 Myr. The differentia
relativistic effects on��P are negligible. We confirmed th
using a numerical simulation where we accounted for r
tivistic corrections using the formalism described byQuinn
et al. (1991).

We now explain how the orbital paths recorded inFig. 2
can be used to calculate the semimajor axis drift of Karin
cluster members. We assume that Karin’s family mem
were generated by the parent body breakup att = −τ , where
τ is the age of the Karin cluster. Moreover, we assume
the fragments’δΩP and δ�P values produced by ejectio
velocitiesδV at t = −τ were small (� 1◦ in our case). At
t > −τ , ΩP and�P rotated due to gravitational planeta
perturbations with proper frequenciess = Ω̇P andg = �̇P
that depend onaP, eP, andiP of a fragment’s orbit. For eac
fragment’s orbit, we assume that its proper semimajor

11 Encounters with (1) Ceres and otherlarge asteroids in the main be
produce small perturbations onaP (Vokrouhlický et al., 2001; Nesvorn
et al., 2002b; Carruba et al., 2003)that may lead to significant cumulativ
evolutions in frequencies and proper angles over the Karin cluster age. W
will estimate the magnitude of these evolutions inSection 5.
drifted with constant speeḋaP from t = −τ to t = 0, with
thes andg frequencies evolving accordingly. Att = 0 (i.e.,
now), the values of proper secular angles are:

ΩP(t = 0) = Ω∗
P + s∗τ + 1

2

∂s

∂aP
ȧPτ

2,

(2)�P(t = 0) = � ∗
P + g∗τ + 1

2

∂g

∂aP
ȧPτ2,

whereΩ∗
P and� ∗

P are the initial values att = −τ , s∗ andg∗
are the proper frequencies of the initial orbit,12 and∂s/∂aP
and∂g/∂aP define how frequencies change withaP. Using
an analytic perturbation theory(Milani and Kneževíc, 1994),
we calculate that∂s/∂aP = −70.0 ± 0.2 arcsec yr−1 AU−1

and∂g/∂aP = 94.3 ± 0.6 arcsec yr−1 AU−1 at the location
of the Karin cluster, where the main source of uncerta
comes from the spread of the Karin cluster inaP and the fact
that |∂s/∂aP| and|∂g/∂aP| are larger for largeraP. To sim-
plify the procedure, we assume that∂s/∂aP = −70.0 arc-
sec yr−1 AU−1 and∂g/∂aP = 94.3 arcsec yr−1 AU−1 for all
Karin cluster members. This assumption introduces� 1%
uncertainty into our results.

Because we neglect thermal effects in our backward
tegration,ȧP = 0. For this reason,ΩP and�P move back
towards their original values with constant speeds−s and
−g, wheres andg are the proper secular frequencies sho
in Table 1. At t = −(τ + �t), the values of secular angle
are:

ΩP(−τ − �t) = Ω∗
P − 1

2

∂s

∂aP
δaPτ − s�t,

(3)�P(−τ − �t) = � ∗
P − 1

2

∂g

∂aP
δaPτ − g�t,

whereδaP = ȧPτ is the total semimajor axis drift overτ .
We followΩP and�P of bodyj and calculate the angula

difference with respect to the orbit of a reference object:

�ΩP,j (−τ − �t)

= Ω∗
P,j − Ω∗

P,1 − 1

2

∂s

∂aP
(δaP,j − δaP,1)τ − (sj − s1)�t,

��P,j (−τ − �t)

(4)

= � ∗
P,j − � ∗

P,1 − 1

2

∂g

∂aP
(δaP,j − δaP,1)τ − (gj − g1)�t,

where indexes 1 andj denote quantities of the referen
((832) Karin in our case) and bodyj , respectively. There
are three terms in the first row ofEq. (4): (i) Ω∗

P,j − Ω∗
P,1

is the proper nodal longitude difference caused by the e
tion speedsδV , (ii) (1/2)(∂s/∂aP)(δaP,j − δaP,1)τ is the
effect of the differential rotations ofΩP,j over τ due to
the semimajor axis drift, and (iii)(sj − s1)�t is a correc-
tion that vanishes for�t = 0. The same terms appear in t

12 We assume thateP andiP of fragments are constant and equal to
ones generated att = −τ by the breakup event. This is a good approxim
tion for the Yarkovsky effect becauseeP and iP of Karin cluster members
are small(Bottke et al., 2000; Spitale and Greenberg, 2002).
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te
Fig. 3. Semimajor axis drifts�aP for 70 Karin cluster asteroids that we determined for: (a)τ = 5.7 Myr, and (b)τ = 5.8 Myr. The diamonds and stars deno
�aP computed from�Ω and�� , respectively. Neighbor symbols correspond to these two measurements for an individual object.
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second row ofEq. (4) that describes the differential effe
of δaP,j on �P,j . By solving these last two equations f
�aP,j = δaP,j − δaP,1, we obtain the values of�aP that are
required to compensate for the observed�ΩP and��P of
individual orbits att ∼ −5.7 Myr (e.g.,Fig. 2).

The two determinations of�aP obtained from�ΩP

and��P are independent, allowing us to use them to
down the precise age of the Karin cluster. We assume
Ω∗

P,j −Ω∗
P,1 = 0 and� ∗

P,j −� ∗
P,1 = 0 for all j . We then cal-

culateχ(t) = ∑N
j=2 |�aΩ

P,j − �a�
P,j |/(N − 1) as a function

of time, where�aΩ
P,j and�a�

P,j are the two measuremen
of drift speed fromΩP,j and�P,j , respectively (Eq. (4)),
andN is the considered number of Karin cluster membe
We proceed by iterations to determine the minimum ofχ(t).
In the first step, we assume thatτ1 = −5.7 Myr and solve
for �t1. Next, we calculateτ2 = τ1 + �t1 and solve for new
�t2. This procedure converges quickly. When�t ∼ 0, the
computedτ value is the Karin cluster’s age that provides
best fit for our model and minimizes the differences betw
�aΩ

P,j and�a�
P,j .

To determineτ , we used the orbits of 34 numbered Ka
cluster members. Our results show thatτ = 5.75±0.05 Myr
andχ(−5.75 Myr) = 1.6×10−5 AU. The determined age i
nearly identical to the one found byNesvorný et al. (2002a).
We consider the value ofχ for τ = −5.75 Myr satisfactory
because the semimajoraxis drift rates measured by our tec
nique are up to one order of magnitude larger. This va
of χ corresponds to∼ 1◦ uncertainties in angles�Ω∗

P,j and
�� ∗

P,j , which can be easily explained byδV ∼ 15 m s−1 or
some combination of effects ignored by our other assu
tions. The error bars placed on the age estimate areτ ± δt ,
whereχ is twice as large att = −(τ ±δt) than the minimum
value att = −τ .

Figure 3shows�aP,j for 70 Karin cluster members. T
create this subset from the original list of 90 members,
first eliminated 14 asteroids that have orbital uncertain
in semimajor axis larger than 10−4 AU. Experimentation
showed that the precision of our fit, as measured byχ , de-
graded when orbital uncertainties larger than 10−4 AU in a

were considered.13 We then eliminated six additional bod
ies for various reasons. Two of the six, 2001 SO88
2001 SH304, have incompatibly large differences betw
�aΩ

P,j and�a�
P,j ; this mismatch implies that they are pro

ably interlopers. Four objects, (55434) 2001 TZ66, 20
DU31, 2001 VU113, and 2002 AL107, are not shown
Fig. 3 for clarity. For some reason, these 4 objects h
|�aΩ

P,j − �a�
P,j | = 2–3× 10−4 AU, values that are signif

icantly larger than the ones determined for the remaining
objects. The remaining 70 members of the Karin cluster h
|�aΩ

P,j − �a�
P,j | � 10−4 AU.

Our results forτ = 5.7 Myr andτ = 5.8 Myr are shown
in Fig. 3 (panels (a) and (b), respectively). These two v
ues ofτ bracket the age uncertainty and its effect on�aP,j .
Both Figs. 3a and 3bdisplay drift speeds of roughly th
same magnitude. Several significant differences betwee
two sets, however, do exist. For example, panel (a) sh
a marked asymmetry between the number of positive
negative�aP,j , with more negative than positive values.
contrast, panel (b) shows�aP,j with a more equal distribu
tion. The largest object, (13807) 1998 XE13 (H = 13.7), and
most other Karin cluster members in panel (a) have la
negative drift speeds than in panel (b). Unfortunately,
cause ourτ value has some uncertainty, we cannot determ
which of these results is correct. This is an important lim
tion of our study. To cope with this uncertainty, we discu

13 55 out of the 70 selected orbits have better than 10−5 AU orbital un-
certainties ina. These uncertainties are required to achieve our target∼ 1◦
alignment ofΩP and�P at t = −5.75 Myr (seefootnote 10).
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both cases (τ = 5.7 and 5.8 Myr) whenever the differenc
between them become significant.

Despite these limitations, the results shown inFig. 3
represent the firstdirect evidence that main-belt asteroi
drift in the semimajor axis by non-gravitational effects. T
measured magnitudes of the semimajor axis changes r
from 0 to∼ 7× 10−4 AU.14 We also find that�aP takes on
larger values for objects with largerH , precisely as would
be expected for semimajor axis drifts generated by s
dependent Yarkovsky thermal effects. In contrast, grav
tional perturbations by (1) Ceres onaP are size-independen
(Vokrouhlický et al., 2001; Nesvorný et al., 2002b; Carru
et al., 2003). Before we compare the measured drift ra
with theoretical predictions, however, we must first conv
each Karin cluster member’sH value into a diameter an
then deal with the fact that we have limited information
their spin states and physical parameters.

4. Comparison of determined drifts with models of the
Yarkovsky effect

Little is known about the spin states and physical para
ters of the Karin cluster members. Spectroscopic (R. Bin
personal communication) and color observations(Jedicke et
al., 2004; Nesvorný et al., 2004)suggest that the Karin clus
ter members are S-type asteroids(Bus and Binzel, 2002a
2002b). S-type asteroids are rocky bodies that are belie
to be composed predominately from Fe/Mg-bearing silicate
such as olivine and pyroxene. This composition is consis
with the parent body of the Karin cluster being a membe
the Koronis family(Binzel et al., 1993)and therefore phys
ically comparable to (243) Ida, a Koronis family astero
visited by the Galileo spacecraft(Belton et al., 1994). The
taxonomic classification of the Karin cluster is important
cause it helps us to choose the appropriate albedoA needed
to convertH into diameterD.

The mean albedo of main belt S-type asteroids de
mined using IRAS measurements is≈ 0.16 (Tedesco et al.
2002). The mean albedo of Koronis family members fro
this same database is≈ 0.21 (R. Jedicke, personal commun
cation), a value consistent with Galileo observations of (2
Ida (Belton et al., 1994). These values, however, are bet
suited for larger main-belt asteroids than those found in
Karin cluster, particularly when one considers the poss
ity that asteroid albedos may be size-dependent (e.g.,Binzel
et al., 2002).15 To deal with this issue, we will assume tw
values for albedo:A = 0.15 which may be more appropr
ate for large Karin cluster members andA = 0.25, which

14 These magnitudes are much larger than any of the uncertainties
the neglected gravitational effects described above. For example, the o
uncertainty inaP is generally� 10−5 AU.

15 Observations of near-Earth asteroids show that smaller asteroids
larger variations and generally larger albedo values than large aste
See, for example, Table 2 inBinzel et al. (2002).
e

l

.

may be more appropriate for smaller bodies. We chose t
values to show how results vary withA. Future direct de
terminations ofA for Karin cluster members using infrare
observations will help remove this uncertainty.

The spin periods (P ) of seven Karin cluster members a
known (Yoshida et al., 2004); (13765) Nansmith, (28271
1999 CK16, and 1998 SQ81 have spin periodsP between
4.0 and 11 hr, (832) Karin and 1999 XE68 haveP ≈
20 hr, and (7719) 1997 GT36 and (43032) 1999 VR26 h
P ≈ 30 hr. The first threeP values are common amon
main-belt asteroids(Pravec et al., 2002)while the last four
are long and perhaps atypical. These long periods ca
be attributed to thermal spin-down forces (e.g., the YO
effect; Rubincam, 2000; Vokrouhlický anďCapek, 2002
Vokrouhlický et al., 2003) because spinning-down an ast
oid as large as (832) Karin (D ≈ 20 km) requires a timesca
much longer than the Karin cluster’s age. One possible
planation for these largeP values is a combined scenar
where (i) the parent body of the Karin was initially a slow
rotator (possibly spun down by the YORP effect over
age of the Koronis family,≈ 2.5 Gyr, Bottke et al., 2001),
and (ii) little angular momentumwas transferred from th
impacting body into the largest fragment’s rotation dur
the Karin cluster formation event. Results from numer
hydrocode impact experiments,where projectiles were sho
into initially non-rotating target bodies, suggest that so
barely-catastrophic collisions transfer littlerotational angu-
lar momentum to the largest remnant(Love and Ahrens
1997). A second possibility is that the catastrophic disr
tion event that produced the Karin cluster resulted in a
loss of rotational angular momentum for the largest re
nant (e.g.,Dobrovolskis and Burns, 1984). Further testing
of these scenarios via numerical hydrocodes should pro
interesting results.

The orbital results described here are linked to the o
of (832) Karin, the central member and largest remnan
the Karin cluster. Karin, however, has undergone dyna
cal evolution over the last 5.75 Myr. To determine whet
Karin’s evolution has consequences for our results, we
vestigated its orbital history. If we assume (832) Karin
spin obliquity ε = 45◦, D ∼ 20 km, andP = 18.3 hr, its
predicted semimajor axis drift over 5.75 Myr via the
urnal Yarkovsky effect is≈ 3.7 × 10−5 AU (using model
of Vokrouhlický (1999)and our standard physical param
ters described later). This value, which is comparable
the precision of our�aP,j measurements, is much smal
than the values of�aP,j determined for 1–6-km-diamet
Karin cluster members (Fig. 3). Hence, for our purposes, w
can safely neglect the semimajor axis drift of Karin itse
This effectively means thatδaP,j = �aP,j in the notation of
Eqs. (3) and (4). Lightcurve observations capable of det
mining Karin’s actualε value would help further refine thes
estimates.

At present, our limited knowledge about the physi
properties of individual Karin cluster asteroids (e.g., th
rotation periods, albedos, bulk and surface densities, su
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s: (a

axis
Fig. 4. Comparison between semimajor axis drift speeds predicted by our standard model with the ones determined for seventy Karin cluster member)
τ = 5.7 Myr, and (b)τ = 5.8 Myr. The lines show theoretical speeds of the semimajor axis drift for different asteroid obliquitiesε. From top to bottom,
ε = 0◦,40◦,60◦,80◦,90◦,100◦,120◦,140◦,180◦ . The solid lines correspond toε = 60◦ and 120◦ ; other lines are dashed. The symbols show semimajor
drifts obtained for individual Karin cluster members from observations. We assumed albedoA = 0.15.
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conductivities, spin obliquities, etc.) prevents us from p
cisely comparing their drift speeds with predictions ba
on Yarkovsky modeling(Vokrouhlický, 1998a, 1999). To
circumvent this problem, we selected plausible physical
rameters for all the bodies in our≈ 70-orbit data set an
then madestatistical comparisons between our model r
sults and observations. Our goal is to determine whethe
Yarkovsky effect, as described in the literature, is capabl
explaining the observed drift rates on their own.

In our method, we use the linear model of the Yarkov
effect for spherical bodies described byVokrouhlický (1998a
1999). In the following paragraph, we briefly describe th
model and its dependence on various parameters. The e
of non-sphericity will be discussed later. SeeVokrouhlický
(1998a, 1998b, 1999) and Bottke et al. (2002)and the refer-
ences therein for a more complete review of the subject.

The Yarkovsky force can be split into the so-called
urnal and seasonal components. The diurnal compone
the radiation recoil force from the afternoon hemisphere
a rotating body. The seasonal component is produce
seasonal heating and cooling of a body’s surface as i
bits the Sun. Objects having zero or infinitely fast rotat
rates experience no diurnal Yarkovsky effect. A multi-k
asteroid is subject to a diurnal Yarkovsky force proportio
to cosε. Unlike the diurnal effect, the seasonal Yarkovs
effect is independent of the sense of rotation of a bod
scales with obliquity as sin2 ε and produces a decay in th
body’s semimajor axis. The timescale for semimajor axis
cay via the seasonal effect is generally longer than tha
changes ofaP via the diurnal effect (unlessε ∼ 90◦). For
large objects (such as the multi-km members of the K
cluster), the Yarkovsky force scales as 1/D. Surface conduc
tivity K is another important parameter that influences
strength of the Yarkovsky effect. Values forK range from
s

≈ 0.001 W m−1 K−1 for highly-porous or regolith-covere
surfaces to≈ 1 W m−1 K−1 for bare rock or icy objects to
≈ 40 W m−1 K−1 for iron objects.

We inserted Eqs. (4) and (5) ofBottke et al. (2002)into
a computer code which, depending on the physical p
meters and spin state of our asteroids, calculates or
drift in aP. To compare the measured drift speeds (Fig. 3)
with those predicted by our Yarkovsky model, we ad
the following parameters: (i) surface thermal conductiv
K = 0.005 W m−1 K−1 (corresponding to a regolith-covere
surface), (ii) bulk asteroid densityρ = 2.5 g cm−3 (a value
believed to be common among km-sized S-type astero
Hilton, 2002; Britt et al., 2002), (iii) surface densityρs =
1.5 g cm−3 (corresponding to asteroids with regolith on th
surface), and (iv) rotation periodP = 5 hr. We will also as-
sume albedosA = 0.15, characteristic for large S-type aste
oids, andA = 0.25, possibly the relevant value for km-siz
Karin cluster members.

By experimenting with our code, we found the maximu
drift speeds produced by the seasonal effect account fo
most, 10% of the drift speeds generated by the diurnal effec
for ε = 45◦. This result is robust over a large range of phy
cal parameters and spin periods. For this reason, the sea
effect is neglected in our results described below. Note
the exclusion of the seasonal effect means our predicted
speeds will be symmetric with respect toε.

Figures 4(A = 0.15, model I) and5 (A = 0.25, model II)
compare the semimajor axis drift speeds predicted by ou
model with those determined for the 70 Karin cluster me
bers described inSection 3(we take the arithmetic mea
of the two measurements of�aP from ΩP and�P shown
in Fig. 3, and list these values inTable 2). This compar-
ison shows an exciting result: the measured drift spe
ȧP are nearly identical to those predicted by our stand
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Table 2
Drift speeds and obliquities of the Karin cluster members determined in two models: (I)A = 0.15 andτ = 5.8 Myr (columns 3–5) and (II)A = 0.25 and
τ = 5.7 Myr (columns 6–8)

Number Name A = 0.15,τ = 5.8 Myr A = 0.25, τ = 5.7 Myr

D

(KM)
105 × ȧ

(AU Myr−1)

ε

(deg)
D

(KM)
105 × ȧ

(AU Myr−1)

ε

(deg)

832 Karin 20.1 – – 15.6 – –
7719 1997 GT36 5.5 −0.77 99 4.3 −3.0 125

10783 1991 RB9 5.7 −1.1 104 4.5 −1.4 106
11728 Einer 5.0 −3.5 133 3.9 −4.4 141
13765 Nansmith 5.0 −4.9 164 3.9 −8.6 ∼ 180
13807 1998 XE13 6.3 −1.6 113 4.9 −4.7 ∼ 180
15649 6317 P-L 4.2 −5.9 164 3.2 −5.9 151
16706 Svojsik 3.6 −7.3 ∼ 180 2.8 −5.9 139
20089 1994 PA14 3.6 −5.0 135 2.8 −3.3 115
20095 1994 PG35 5.0 −2.1 115 3.9 −4.1 137
23054 1999 XE42 3.1 4.3 58 2.4 1.0 83
23338 2809 P-L 3.3 3.8 61 2.6 1.6 79
26970 1997 SE2 3.0 3.9 62 2.3 2.0 78
28271 1999 CK16 4.8 −0.25 93 3.7 −4.2 135
33143 1998 DJ7 4.2 2.0 71 3.2 −0.53 94
34312 2000 QO188 3.6 0.57 85 2.8 −2.3 107
40510 1999 RU87 4.2 1.3 77 3.2 −1.4 102
40782 1999 TX26 4.0 0.30 87 3.1 −1.4 101
40789 1999 TW31 3.8 −7.8 ∼ 180 2.9 −6.0 143
40921 1999 TR171 3.8 2.7 67 2.9 −0.27 92
41307 1999 XA149 2.5 −2.9 106 1.9 −4.1 111
43032 1999 VR26 4.2 −1.9 108 3.2 −3.1 117
47640 2000 CA30 5.5 0.32 86 4.3 −0.07 91
48369 4153 T-2 3.8 6.3 19 2.9 5.1 47
50715 2000 EV136 3.8 0.53 85 2.9 −0.52 94
51068 2000 GW156 3.2 −4.3 122 2.4 −3.8 115
51089 2000 GO178 3.2 3.0 69 2.4 −1.1 97
51923 2001 QD95 2.6 −7.5 141 2.0 −9.6 153
52009 2002 EU146 2.4 −12 ∼ 180 1.9 −11 155
55124 2001 QU170 2.9 0.21 89 2.2 −1.7 100
55852 1996 TS34 2.1 −0.15 91 1.6 1.8 83
56285 1999 LJ3 2.3 −0.50 93 1.8 −1.3 96
57735 2001 UQ159 3.6 7.9 ∼ 0 2.8 6.8 30

1994 EX 4.6 1.4 75 3.6 0.11 89
1995 EC5 3.1 −6.4 141 2.4 −8.9 165
1995 TH10 3.4 3.8 59 2.7 1.9 77
1995 UN13 4.0 −0.69 96 3.1 −2.2 108
1998 SQ81 5.2 −0.87 100 4.0 −1.2 103
1999 TV145 4.1 −5.9 161 3.2 −4.5 131
1999 VM71 3.3 −6.1 142 2.6 −7.5 151
1999 VW121 2.5 9.7 18 1.9 5.5 61
1999 VV155 2.6 2.0 78 2.0 0.72 86
1999 XD38 3.4 1.2 81 2.6 2.8 70
1999 XE68 4.4 0.49 85 3.4 −0.06 90
2000 DH36 3.3 2.3 73 2.6 −0.14 91
2000 HN72 4.2 −1.8 107 3.27 −2.0 107
2000 QQ18 3.7 4.0 54 2.87 1.7 77
2000 QM81 3.8 3.5 59 2.91 3.1 65
2000 SX40 2.6 5.4 56 2.03 3.1 74
2000 SR228 2.0 9.7 41 1.54 8.3 54
2000 UV4 3.8 −8.7 ∼ 180 2.97 −8.8 ∼ 180
2000 UE79 3.7 5.6 34 2.9 3.6 62
2000 VE21 3.0 6.1 45 2.29 3.8 67
2000 YQ59 5.2 1.1 77 4.04 0.46 85
2001 QF18 4.5 −1.1 102 3.47 −3.5 123
2001 QP94 3.6 −10 ∼ 180 2.79 −8.5 ∼ 180
2001 SH169 3.2 2.7 70 2.5 0.31 88
2001 TW49 3.8 −6.9 ∼ 180 2.92 −6.8 154

(continued on next page)
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e

Table 2 (continued)

Number Name A = 0.15,τ = 5.8 Myr A = 0.25,τ = 5.7 Myr

D

(KM)
105 × ȧ

(AU Myr−1)

ε

(deg)
D

(KM)
105 × ȧ

(AU Myr−1)

ε

(deg)

2001 UA133 2.2 7.8 48 1.71 5.8 63
2001 XU92 4.0 2.0 72 3.1 0.45 86
2001 XD232 3.3 −7.8 ∼ 180 2.57 −11 ∼ 180
2002 AO172 3.6 −6.3 152 2.78 −7.6 164
2002 CV38 2.5 4.0 67 1.94 3.2 74
2002 CL81 3.1 −8.4 ∼ 180 2.4 −7.6 146
2002 CX104 3.8 −2.8 114 2.92 −3.7 119
2002 CV120 3.2 −2.3 106 2.44 −4.4 119
2002 SQ20 3.2 0.08 89 2.51 −0.34 92
2002 TJ250 4.2 −0.36 93 3.22 −0.92 98
2002 TO257 3.8 1.8 75 2.92 1.1 81
2247 T-2 4.7 −3.6 132 3.65 −3.4 125

The columns are: number and name of an asteroid, its diameter (D) assumingA = 0.15, drift speed inaP (ȧP) assumingτ = 5.8 Myr, estimated obliquity
in model I (ε), diameter (D) assumingA = 0.25, drift speed inaP (ȧP) assumingτ = 5.7 Myr, estimated obliquity in model II (ε). Both models assum
K = 0.005 W m−1 K−1. The values ofε vary within ±15◦ around the listed values ifK is varied within 0.05–0.0001 W m−1 K−1.

Fig. 5. The same asFig. 4but with A = 0.25.
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model of the Yarkovsky effect! This result was not expec
a priori. If fact, the measured drift speeds (of unknown o
gin) could easily have been orders of magnitude lowe
higher than our model values. The fact they are compar
strongly implies that the detected drift speeds were produ
predominately by the Yarkovsky effect. Thus, these res
provide the first direct measurement of how the Yarkov
effect modifies the semimajor axes of real main-belt as
oids. It also validates the global theoretical framework
Yarkovsky evolution developed over the last several ye
(e.g.,Farinella and Vokrouhlický, 1999; Bottke et al., 200
Morbidelli and Vokrouhlický, 2003).

We now compare our measurements to predictions b
on Yarkovsky modeling in greater detail. Because we do
know the obliquities of individual bodies, we cannot pre
cisely compare our individual measurements with theȧP

values found inFigs. 4 and 5. Instead, we compare our ma
imum and mean|ȧP| for an ensemble of bodies with tho
predicted for asteroids evolving withε = 0◦ and ε = 60◦,
respectively. If the spin axes of Karin cluster members h
random orientations (such a spin axis distribution might
expected for fragments produced by a collisional disrup
event), cosε should have an uniformly random distributio
which in turn should set the magnitudes of the maxim
and mean drift speeds of the ensemble equal to drift sp
for ε = 0◦ (or 180◦) andε = 60◦, respectively(Bottke et al.,
2002).

Several bodies inFigs. 4 and 5have measured|ȧP| val-
ues that are somewhat larger than the maximum drift speed
predicted by our Yarkovsky model. This discrepancy is b
visible in Fig. 4a, where 8 bodies with negative drift spee
(including the second largest Karin cluster member, (138
1998 XE13) show|ȧP| that are 10–50% larger than the ma
imum theoretical drift speed forε = 180◦. It is possible
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e

Fig. 6. Comparison of mean drift speeds withȧP predicted theoretically: (a)A = 0.15 andτ = 5.8 Myr, and (b)A = 0.25 andτ = 5.7 Myr. The symbols and
error bars show the mean data that we have obtained by averaging|ȧP| over bodies within a 1-km diameter range aroundD, where our statistics was good (w
required more than ten bodies in a diameter bin).The lines show theoretical drift speeds forε = 60◦ and several values of surface thermal conductivityK .
From top to bottom, the solid lines show results forK = 10−3, 0.01, 0.1, and 1 W m−1 K−1. The dashed line corresponds toK = 10−4 W m−1 K−1.
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that we are detecting a real physical effect here. For ex
ple, these bodies may have experienced a close enco
with (1) Ceres in the past that altered theiraP values (Sec-
tion 5). Alternatively, these asteroids may haveε ∼ 0 and
largeA. Indeed,Fig. 5, generated usingA = 0.25, shows
fewer outliers thanFig. 4, generated usingA = 0.15. We
also note thatτ = 5.8 Myr (Figs. 4 and 5) produces smalle
|ȧP| that are generally more compatible with maximum p
dicted|ȧP|. The drift speedṡaP are listed inTable 2for τ =
5.8 Myr andA = 0.15 (left columns) and forτ = 5.7 Myr
andA = 0.25 (right columns).

To compare our drift speeds, we binned the meas
drifts according to an object’s diameterD, we took the arith-
metic mean for eachD, and computed the theoreticalȧP
value usingD, ε = 60◦ and several values of surface th
mal conductivityK (Fig. 6). We infer fromFig. 6 that our
results are incompatible withK > 0.1 W m−1 K−1 because
the determined〈ȧP〉 values determined for these values
K are significantly larger than the predictedȧP values for
ε = 60◦. This result suggests that asteroid surfaces wi
the Karin cluster are not bare rock (nor any other mod
ately to highly-conductive material). Instead, our data s
gests these≈ 5.75-Myr old asteroid fragments are cover
by some low-conductive material such as the fine-gra
regolith. This low-conductive regolith layer may be thin b
cause the penetration depth of the diurnal thermal wav
�5 cm (e.g.,Vokrouhlický, 1998a). The origin of this pu-
tative regolith is unknown. It could have been deposite
the aftermath of the breakup event, when dust grains se
on the surfaces of larger fragments, or it could have b
gradually produced over the past≈ 5.75 Myr by impacts. To
any event, km-sized and larger Karin cluster members m
likely have had at least some regolith on their surfaces
r
the last 5.75 Myr. This conclusion is consistent with th
of Chesley et al. (2003), who showed by radar ranging th
0.5 km near-Earth Asteroid (6489) Golevka may also ha
regolith-covered surface.

Plausible values ofK for Karin cluster members rang
between 0.1 to 10−4 W m−1 K−1. We cannot yet constrai
K more precisely because the data inFig. 6 show a large
scatter for differentD. A different way to explain this scatte
however, would be to assume that Karin cluster member
not have randomly-oriented spin axes.

To investigate this issue, we assumed that the
speeds predicted by our standard Yarkovsky model (
K = 0.005 W m−1 K−1) were equivalent to our measur
values. This approximation allows us to solve forε for
every asteroid in our sample.Table 2 lists theseε, while
Fig. 7 shows the same data as a histogram. We caution
these values should not be taken too seriously becaus
assumptions have introduced large uncertainties into ou
lutions. For example, as we will show in the next secti
gravitational perturbations from (1) Ceres may account
changes of up to∼ 10−4 AU in aP over 5.75 Myr, which is
� 30% of the average drift speeds shown inFig. 6. More-
over, the functionε ∝ arccos(ȧP) is degenerate forε ∼ 90◦,
which indicates the values ofε close to 90◦ are not well
constrained by measuredȧP ∼ 0.

The results fromFig. 7suggest the spin axes orientatio
of Karin cluster members are essentially random. Peaks
dips in the distribution are mainly due to our small-num
statistics. Only the largest Karin cluster members show
nificant deviations from a uniformly random distribution
cosε (D > 4 km in (a) andD > 3 km in (b)). If we can trus
these results, the largest Karin cluster members are pr
entially retrograde rotators. Though this result needs to
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ns
of
Fig. 7. Histogram of obliquitiesε determined in model I (panel (a),A = 0.15, τ = 5.8 Myr) and in model II (panel (b),A = 0.25, τ = 5.7 Myr). The solid
lines show distributions of cosε for seventy Karin cluster members. The dashed lines were plotted for a reference. They show uniformly random distributio
in cosε. Hatched histograms show distributions of cos(ε) for large members:D � 4 km (a) andD � 3 km (b). We found that a majority of large members
the Karin cluster are retrograde rotators. Values onX axis that are either> 1 or < −1 refer to objects for which we did not found a plausible value ofε with
assumed parameters. These objects probably haveε ∼ 0◦ or ε ∼ 180◦, respectively (Table 2).
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confirmed observationally, it might suggest that the larg
Karin cluster member somehow ‘remember’ the geom
of the t ≈ −5.75 Myr impact event.

We were unable to find a plausibleε value for severa
Karin cluster members becausetheir measured drift speed
were too fast to be matched by the parameters of our s
dard model. These asteroids are listed inTable 2as having
ε ∼ 0 or ε ∼ 180◦. No simple explanation for this prob
lem exists. For example, choosing a differentK value for
these objects (rather thanK = 0.005 W m−1 K−1) does not
remedy the problem because no plausibleK value is capa-
ble of reproduce theiṙaP values. Similarly, no plausibleP
values can produce the determinedȧP values. We speculat
that some combination of thefollowing factors may play
some role here. These asteroids may have: (i) faster
speeds than predicted by theoretical models, (ii) high a
dos (� 0.3), (iii) densities� 2 g cm−3, and/or (iv) theiraP
changed as a result of encounters to (1) Ceres. We dis
this last possibility in the next section.

5. Effect of (1) Ceres

We have argued in previous sections that the sem
jor axis drifts of Karin cluster members are compara
with those expected from the Yarkovsky effect. An issue
have not yet discussed is whether close encounters wit
Ceres (and, to a lesser degree, other large main-belt a
oids) are capable of significantly modifying theiraP values
as well. Nesvorný et al. (2002b, see alsoCarruba et al.,
2003) showed that (1) Ceres predominantly produces sm
and subtle changes toaP values among main-belt asteroid
We cannot rule out the possibility a priori, however, th
s

-

a few Karin cluster members have experienced meanin
changes to their orbits via close encounters with Ceres.

To investigate this problem, we numerically integra
the orbits of 70 Karin cluster members in a simulat
where Ceres’ gravitational perturbations were explicitly
cluded. The Karin cluster members were treated as m
less test particles in the experiment. Their orbits were id
tical to the ones used inSection 2. The mass of Cere
was set to 4.7 × 10−10M
, whereM
 is the mass of the
Sun(Michalak, 2000). Perturbations by other asteroids we
ignored becauseNesvorný et al. (2002b) and Carruba
al. (2003)concluded their perturbations are much sma
than those provided by Ceres. As a control, we also
merically integrated the same test bodies without Ce
Both runs included the planets Venus–Neptune; their or
and masses are described inSection 2. We used a 5-day
time step for our integrations and we tracked the bod
for 10 Myr using anN -body integrator known as SyMBA
(Duncan et al., 1998; Levison and Duncan, 2000). SyMBA
has the speed of highly efficient integration algorithms us
Wisdom–Holman mapping(Wisdom and Holman, 1991,
but it can also accurately handle close encounters betw
bodies by employing a variant of multiple step-size tech
niques(Biesiadecki and Skeel, 1993).

We found that orbital changes of Karin cluster memb
due to encounters with Ceres are, for the most part, sig
icantly smaller than those shown inFig. 3. For example,
the 1-σ variation of aP over 5.75 Myr is≈ 10−4 AU, a
value that is only a small fraction of the observed spr
of �aP (Fig. 3). Although to first order this validates our a
sumption from the previous section that the effect of Ce
can be neglected in order to understand the evolutio
an ensemble of objects, our results indicate that its effect
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cannot be ignored completely. Indeed, perturbations f
Ceres introduce additional uncertainties into our comp
son of observed�aP with those predicted by the Yarkovsk
effect, because it may account for some portion of this va
(≈ 10−4 AU). These uncertainties are larger than those o
inating from our imperfect knowledge of Karin cluster me
ber orbits, their initialδV , or the precision of our prope
elements because�aP ≈ 10−4 AU may produce up to∼ 5◦
uncertainties in�ΩP and��P at t = −5.8 Myr.

It is problematic to ‘remove this noise’ from our analy
in the previous sections because it is difficult (if not imp
sible due to chaos) to determine the�aP signature produce
by Ceres for individual Karin cluster members. This pr
lem is less relevant for sub-km Karin cluster members (
for small members of other recently-formed families)
cause the strength of the Yarkovsky effect increases
1/D while the effect of (1) Ceres is size-independent. In
sense, the sub-km main-belt asteroids have better sign
noise ratio to probe effects of the Yarkovsky force.

The effect of Ceres on�aP potentially explains why
some of our analyzed orbits have larger drift speeds
those predicted by Yarkovsky models (listed asε ∼ 0◦ or
ε ∼ 180◦ in Table 2). This result also suggests one ta
extra caution in interpreting the values ofε shown inTa-
ble 2 because the effect of Ceres was neglected in th
estimates. On the other hand, the effect of Ceres canno
plain why large Karin cluster members are predomina
retrograde rotators because stochastic gravitational pe
bations by Ceres produce equal number of positive and
ative�aP.

The combined effects of Ceres and chaotic resona
(e.g.,Nesvorný et al., 2002c) on eP andiP are less of a con
cern because their 1-σ variations over 5.75 Myr are onl
5.3×10−5 and 1.7×10−5 rad, respectively. These variatio
produce smaller than 1◦ uncertainties in�ΩP and��P at
t = −5.75 Myr. Hence, they can be safely ignored.

6. Numerical integration with the Yarkovsky effect
included

In Section 3, we estimated the semimajor axis drifts
Karin cluster members using a numerical integrator that
not included Yarkovsky thermal forces. InSection 4, we ar-
gued that the magnitude of these drifts can be best expla
by the Yarkovsky effect. This motivated us to perform a n
numerical simulation where the Yarkovsky effect was
plicitly accounted for at each time step. These new runs
an improvement over those described inSection 3because
they allow our drifting Karin cluster members to intera
with nearby tiny resonances (seeBottke et al., 2001for a
similar study).

We used a version of the Wisdom–Holman map(Wisdom
and Holman, 1991)distributed in Swift code (Levison
and Duncan, 1994)that was modified to account for th
Yarkovsky force(Brož, 1999). Using this modified code
-

-

-
-

we tracked orbits of the 70 Karin cluster members listed
Table 2. We included the gravitational perturbations of t
planets Venus–Neptune. To calculate the Yarkovsky fo
for each individual asteroid,we used our standard physic
parameters (described inSection 4) and Table 2obliquity
values forτ = 5.8 Myr.

To set up the initial orbits, we extracted the instantane
orbits of the planets and asteroids att = −5.8 Myr from
the numerical integration results described inSection 2. The
a values obtained by this method were then shifted by
amounts listed inTable 2in an attempt to mimic the orig
inal a. The other orbital elements were kept unchang
We tracked these orbits into the future for 10 Myr us
a 5-day time step. The proper elements of each indivi
orbit were calculated in 10,000-yr intervals using the me
ods described inSections 2 and 3. Because these orbits we
evolving via thermal effects, and to avoid spurious effe
we used a shorter interval�t ≈ 1 Myr for the FMFT than
those used inSections 2 and 3. Using this�t value, angles
ΩP and�P have better than 1◦ precision for anyt .

Figure 8shows the putative past orbital histories ofΩP
and�P for our 70 Karin cluster members. To make the
angles att = 0 compatible with their current values, we a
justed them in the following way. For each individual obje
we calculated the differencesδΩ andδ� at t = 0 between
the current values ofΩP and �P and the values obtaine
from this integration. The integrated values ofΩP and�P
obtained at timet were then offset byδΩ andδ� . With this

Fig. 8. The plot shows past orbital histories of seventy members of the K
cluster: (top) proper nodal longitudeΩP and (bottom) proper perihelio
longitude�P. Values of these angles relative to (832) Karin are shown.
figure is similar toFig. 2. Here, however, we accounted for the Yarkovs
effect explicitly in the integration. As a result, the convergence of sec
angles att ≈ −5.8 Myr significantly improved. The total spreads of�ΩP
and��P at t = −5.8 Myr are±5◦, about an order of magnitude small
than inFig. 2, where the effects of the Yarkovsky force were ignored.
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adjustment, the orbital elements convergeexactly to their
current values att = 0.

Figure 8can be compared toFig. 2. As expected, the con
vergence of secular angles att ≈ −5.8 Myr in Fig. 8 is sig-
nificantly better because we accounted for the Yarkovsky
fect explicitly in the integration. As a result, the total spre
of �ΩP and��P at t = −5.8 Myr are±5◦, about an or-
der of magnitude smaller than inFig. 2 where the effects
of the Yarkovsky force were ignored. The mean values
�ΩP and��P calculated over the 70 integrated orbits
t = −5.8 Myr are only 2◦ and 2.5◦, respectively.

This result represents an important validation of our p
vious conclusions where we argued that the past orbital
tories of Karin cluster members need to be corrected
the Yarkovsky effect. It also shows that the linear mode
the Yarkovsky effect combined with our chosen physical
rameters andTable 2obliquities represents a plausible
potentially non-unique) solution to the problem motiva
by the poor alignment of the orbits att = −5.8 Myr in Fig. 2.

Because we did not detect any substantial irregularitie
the orbital evolution of test bodies drifting through tiny re
onances located near the Karincluster, the semimajor axi
drift speeds of Karin cluster members may be, in princip
adjusted by slightly changing theirε values to further reduc
�Ω and�ω at t = −5.8 Myr. This process may be iterate
until �Ωj � 1◦ and�ωj � 1◦ for mostj . In practice, how-
ever, the effects of (1) Ceres and other uncertainties of
model may prohibit such a convergence. We believe tha
ditional observational data needs to be collected before suc
an advanced theoretical studycan be successfully attempte

7. Discussion and conclusions

Here we briefly summarize the main results of this stu

(1) Using numerical techniques, we have produced
largest data set of Karin cluster members that can be
tracted from current observations (90 objects;Table 1).
This list does not include the previously-believed s
ond largest member of the Karin cluster, (4507) 19
FV. Our work in this paper suggests this object is
interloper. Consequently, the estimated size of the
ent body of the Karin cluster, assuming all the fra
ments have an albedo ofA = 0.21, is nowD ∼ 20 km,
somewhat lower than the one given byNesvorný et al.
(2002a). We caution, however, that because we h
yet to identify manyD < 10 km Karin cluster mem
bers, this value should be considered a lower limi16

This conclusion also changes the size-distribution c

16 Short time before submission of this paper (on 10-Feb-2004)
searched for additional Karin cluster members using latest asteroid o
element catalog. We found five new candidates: 2003 QK39, 2003 UR
2003 HH6, 2003 BH89, 2003 SJ214. These asteroids have absolute m
tudes that range between 14.6 and 16.4 suggestingD = 1–4 km.
-

straints used byMichel et al. (2003)for SPH impact
experiments. Our work identified manyD = 1–3 km
Karin cluster members. Small Karin cluster memb
represent an important constraint on the size-freque
and the ejection-velocity distributions of the fragme
created by catastrophic disruptions. We confirmed
slightly revised the age of the Karin cluster by nume
cally tracking the orbits of 70 member asteroids into
past. Our best estimate of the age of the Karin clu
is now 5.75 Myr with the nominal error of∼ 0.05 Myr
(seeSection 3for the definition of our nominal error).

(2) We have measured, for the first time, the speed tha
main-belt asteroids evolve in the semimajor axis d
to the non-gravitational effects. The magnitude of th
measured speeds is similar to those predicted by
oretical models of the Yarkovsky force(Vokrouhlický,
1999). Taken together, our results represent the first
rect detection of the Yarkovsky effect for main-belt a
teroids, and they validate in significant ways the asteroi
thermal models described in the recent literature (e
Vokrouhlický, 1999). Our work is complementary to th
first direct (radar) detection of the Yarkovsky effect o
near-Earth asteroid(Chesley et al., 2003), except here
our method allowed us to examine a large sample
multi-km main-belt asteroids with different obliquitie
spin periods, etc. Both radar and our methods hav
promising future. The expectations are to obtain one
two new radar detections each year in the next dec
(Vokrouhlický et al., 2004). Based on the current rate
continuing discoveries of main-belt asteroids and ca
lations of family assignments, we expect to detect
Yarkovsky effect for∼ 35 new Karin family member
by 2006.

(3) Measured drift speeds for several Karin cluster mem
are 10–50% larger than the maximum drift speeds
dicted by the theory of the Yarkovsky effect. For exa
ple, Asteroids 2000 UV4, 2001 QP94 and 2001 XD2
all have large negativėaP values. Other examples a
listed in Table 2. These asteroids may have (i)ε ∼ 0◦
or 180◦, (ii) faster drift speeds than predicted by the
retical models that assume the asteroids have sphe
shapes (the Yarkovsky effect may be somewhat la
or smaller for realistic asteroidal shapes;Vokrouhlický,
1998b), (iii) higher albedos (� 0.3) than assumed by ou
model, (iv) densities� 2 g cm−3, and/or (v) theiraP val-
ues were modified by close encounters with (1) Ce
We believe these objects may be interesting obse
tional targets because some of our above specula
are testable by lightcurve and infrared observations.

(4) By extrapolating the measured semimajor axis drift ra
in time, we estimate that the Karin cluster would d
perse in∼ 100 Myr to a degree where HCM cann
separate it from the background population of as
oids. Because about four Karin-like families exist
the main belt today(Nesvorný et al., 2003)we found
that one 20–30-km-sized asteroid is catastrophically
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rupted in the main belt every 25 Myr. This implies a s
prizingly low rate of disruptions that may be consist
with an increasing appreciation that asteroids are m
difficult to disrupt by impacts than believed previous
(Cheng and Barnouin-Jha, 1999; Chapman et al., 1
Benz and Asphaug, 1999).

(5) Our results suggest that the 1–6-km diameter Karin c
ter members have surface conductivitiesK < 0.1 W m−1

K−1, consistent with them having surface regolith.
is important to note that because we measureaver-
age drift speeds over the past≈ 5.75 Myr, we do not
know whether this regolith was deposited in imme
ate aftermath of the Karin cluster formation event
whether it was produced over time by impacts. W
we can say is that the evolution histories of the cl
ter members are consistent with the presence of su
regolith over most/all of their 5.75 Myr lifetimes. Th
low-conductive regolith layer may be thin because
penetration depth of the diurnal thermal wave is� 5 cm
(e.g.,Vokrouhlický, 1998a).

(6) Table 2 lists tentative values of obliquitiesε for 70
small main-belt asteroids. This unique data set ma
used to study spin states of asteroid fragments ge
ated by erosional collisions, particularly because mu
km Karin cluster member are too young to have
dergone substantial YORP evolution (e.g.,Rubincam,
2000; Vokrouhlický anďCapek, 2002).17 Our computed
ε values for these bodies are testable via lightcurve
servations. We caution, however, that several fac
may produce large errors inTable 2. For example,ε
values near 90◦ may be wrong because the transform
tion from �aP ∼ 0◦ to ε is not well-defined. The bes
observational strategy is probably to concentrate onTa-
ble 2 bodies that haveε ∼ 0 or ε ∼ 180◦. Theseε val-
ues represent our most robust estimates. We found
D � 3.5 km members of the Karin cluster are prefer
tially retrograde rotators. We believe that this result m
tell us something about the geometry of the impact ev
that produced the Karin cluster.

Complications of the above simple interpretation of
results may arise if the Karin cluster asteroids are n
principal axis rotators. Indeed, theoretical studies sug
that the tumbling spin states of km-sized collisional fr
ments (such as the Karin family members) are not e
ciently damped on Myr-timescales by rotational energy
sipation within their interior(Burns and Safronov, 1973
Harris, 1994). The obliquity is ill-defined for tumbling spin
states. For a tumbling asteroid, the values ofε listed in Ta-

17 Using standard theory of the YORP effect(Rubincam, 2000

Vokrouhlický and Čapek, 2002), we estimate thatε of individual km-
sized Karin family members may have changed by� 15◦ over the relevan
timescale. For this reason, the original and current obliquities of the K
family members may differ by several degrees from the ‘average’ valu
ε determined here (Table 1).
t

ble 2 probably specify the orientation of the spin angu
momentum vector. This issue requires further study. In
ticular, a model of the Yarkovsky effect for tumbling ast
oids is not yet available.

Other identified young clusters in the asteroid belt s
as the Iannini and Veritas families(Nesvorný et al., 2003
may also be used to constrain non-gravitational effe
We have not used them here because the Iannini cl
does not yet have an unambiguous age, while the Ve
family (8.3 ± 0.05 Myr old, Nesvorný et al., 2003) is lo-
cated in a region of the asteroid belt (a ∼ 3.17 AU) where
many chaotic resonances exist(Milani and Farinella, 1994
Nesvorný and Morbidelli, 1998; Nesvorný et al., 2003). Un-
fortunately, chaos in the Veritas family region may proh
us from producing an accurate representation of the pas
bital evolutions of member asteroids.

Many of the limitations of our study stem from the fa
that only sparse data exists on the physical propertie
Karin cluster members. Future observations of these bo
should help to remedy this problem. In particular, obs
vational determinations of albedo, sizes, densities, rota
periods and obliquities of the Karin cluster members
ing ground-based telescopes together with SIRTF18 obser-
vations should be particularly useful.
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